Above& BELOW

Get the most out of your time
on the water with Stacer!

DISCOVER VALUE

With a huge range of options available from vinyl wraps to ski
poles you can add the accessories that mean the most to you.
Whatever adventure you are chasing you can rest assured there
is a Stacer for you.

D I SCOVE R STACER

DISCOVER THE ADVENTURE

Stacer offers over 90 different models of boats from 3m up to 7.5m
so whether it’s fishing, water sports or family cruising fun you are after,
you will find a model that suits your needs.

DISCOVER COMFORTS

Stacer gives you a little extra as standard to make sure your boating experience is a
dream. You can find Stacer exclusives – gunnel bump rubber and Low-Profile Sports
Deck – within our range of models, while basic flotation and the factory backed 5 Year
Warranty is standard across the entire range.

ADVENTURE READY BMT
DISCOVER THE REVOLUTION

Stacer believes in innovation, ensuring they offer the best performing hulls time
and time again. This is why the Revolution Hull is now available across even more
of the range.

Boating has never been easier with a Stacer boat, motor and trailer. Match your Stacer
with a perfectly engineered aluminium trailer and the easy to own and operate Mercury
outboard to get the most out of your time on the water.

BUILT BY
THE BEST

Stacer boats are designed
and built in Australia by a
team of expert welders,
carpenters and painters.
So you can rest assured
when you purchase a
Stacer product you will
receive quality every time.
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WHY BUY

Stacer

HISTORY – AUSTRALIAN MADE

Established in 1971 Stacer has maintained an industry wide reputation
for quality, strength and dependability.
Stacer is proudly Australian designed and built and after 45 years in the Australian marine industry, Stacer has become an
instrumental part of the boating scene with an established reputation for inherent reliability and longevity.
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The Stacer factory spans over a 10 acre site at the Gold Coast’s
Marine Precinct and currently produces more than 90 Stacer
models ranging in size from 2 – 7.5 meters, manufacturing up to
20 boats a day and over 2000 boats annually.
Each Stacer boat is created from marine grade aluminium from a team of expert welders, carpenters and
painters. With the use of our innovative manufacturing process including plasma cutters and a 750 ton
press each model is crafted with attention to detail to provide customers with a product that will last for
generations.

W HY B UY STACER

FACTORY

Every boat is carefully tracked throughout the construction process and with multiple quality control
check points integrated into all development stages we hold our staff accountable to producing
craftsmanship to the highest quality.

DEALER NETWORK

Stacer has an extensive dealer network with over 60 dealers across Australia and internationally,
meaning you are never too far away from support. If you are after expert knowledge of the Stacer range
and the marine industry along with excellent customer service jump online at www.stacer.com.au to get
connected with your local dealer now!

TRAILERS

Stacer’s range of custom made trailers
provide the safest and strongest
companion for your Stacer boat to date.
Each trailer is specially fitted to your boat before it leaves our
factory meaning they are perfectly matched for each other.
Our trailers have been extensively tested by simulating 100,000km
around the ‘Army Torture’ test track to ensure they stand the test of
time.
Love your boat but desperately need a new trailer? No problem,
you can purchase a new Stacer trailer to go under your existing boat
as well!
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Revolution
HULL
Forget everything you know about boating. Stacer’s Revolution Hull is set
to send shock waves through the industry with their most superior hull
design to date.
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Previously only available on the Sea Master, Crossfire,
Assault and Wild Rider models, the Revolution Hull is now
available on even more Stacer models.
The superior design of the Revolution Hull is now available
on the Rampage, Outlaw and Sea Runner line-ups making
Stacer boats some of the most desirable on the market.

CUTTING EDGE DESIGN

Stacer’s in-house Research and Development team have
spent extensive time not only designing and creating the
perfect formula for a softer, more stable and superior
riding hull but testing and trialling performance in a
multitude of conditions.

EXISTING HULLS
Striker Series

The Striker Series hull design features wider chines
creating a more stable ride at rest and underway, perfect
for fishing off the casting platform. The hull also provides
a deeper entry point to ensure a soft ride and improved
spray deflection to make sure you stay dry.

EVO Advance
Stacer’s EVO Advance Hull can be found on our plate
boat range and brings a new height to boating adventure
offering the perfect combination of storage, stability and
rough water performance. Built on the foundations of the
renowned EVO Hull, the EVO Advance Hull is our most
advanced hull design.

D I SCOVE R T H E REVOLUTION

THE REVOLUTION HULL

The final product, a high performing hull that glides
over the water providing a more well balanced ride with
superior stability underway and at rest. We’ve also refined
the chine line and transom to create a more efficient hull.

REVOLUTIONARY RIDE

Stacer knows it is all about the ride and rough water performance. Stacer advocates and new boaters alike will be impressed
with this development.
The high performing Revolution Hull offers a complete enjoyable experience, delivering a balanced ride with superior stability
underway and at rest.

INCREASED SPACE
RUBBER GUNNELS =
increased protection when
docking
PLATE STYLE SIDE SHEET =
strength & modern design

RAISED CHINE = excellent open
water performance
SOFT RIDE
STABILITY

CONCAVE BOTTOM SHEET =
increased performance,
gliding over water
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Discover
ADVENTURE
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WITH A STACER-MERCURY
PACKAGE

GETTING INTO BOATING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

D I SCOVE R ADVEN TURE

ADVENTURE READY BOATS

You can ensure peace of mind as our packages
are pre-delivered and factory fitted by our highly
qualified mechanics. Stacer boats and Mercury engines
are a match made in heaven as we carefully match
our boats with the perfect engines.
Stacer partners with Mercury outboards not only because they are easy to own and operate but also because
they make a reliable, powerful and efficient lineup of outboard motors. Backed by decades of innovation and
leadership, Mercury outboards are built to go the distance, delivering legendary performance driven by forward
thinking technology. Invest in a Stacer and Mercury ADVENTURE READY PACKAGE to get the best out of your
time on the water.
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DISCOVER

Family & Friends

SEA MASTERAdventure in comfort

The new 499 Sea Master is a family favourite, featuring plenty of underfloor storage to help you prepare for any
adventure. Built on the new Revolution Hull this boat is a great option for both fishing and cruising, making it the
perfect allrounder.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 429, 449, 481, 499, 519, 539, 589
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FEATURES
1

2 Convertible casting platform
3 95L underfloor fuel tank

For the family
adventure
WILD RIDER

3

The Bowrider Range offers boating families more
than just a comfortable ride; they are the true
all-rounder, capable of being used for fishing, skiing,
tube riding or simply cruising the waterways for the
perfect haven. For serious fishing enthusiasts Stacer
now offers the Angler Pack which involves a rear
lounge casting platform with a live bait tank.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 499, 519, 539, 589, 619

D I SCOVE R FAMILY & FRIEN DS

1 Revolution Hull
2

Adventure further
SEA RUNNER

A family favourite, the Sea Runner is extremely
versatile providing more protection and storage in
the cuddy cabin. Add the option of a bimini to have
the choice between soaking in the sun, enjoying the
shade or hiding from the weather. Fishing, cruising or
water sports, let the Sea Runner make it happen.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 519, 539, 589

FEATURES
539 SEA MASTER
Rear Ladder / Walk Thru Deck
Underfloor Storage / Revolution Hull
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DISCOVER ALL KINDS OF

Adventure

OUTLAW TS, SC & CC Adventure anywhere
The Outlaw is the only fishing boat you’ll ever need – each model comes complete with fishing essentials including
front and rear casting platforms with a live bait tank, rod holders, transom step, rails and side pockets.
SIZES: 429, 449, 469, 489, 529
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FEATURES
2

2 Revolution Hull
3 Fully Welded Side Decks

3

1

Pick your own
adventure

D I SCOVE R ALL KIN DS OF ADVEN TURE

1 Alloy live bait tank with glass

CROSSFIRE SC/CC
Stacer’s most versatile boat yet designed for 80%
fishing and 20% fun, meaning the entire family will
be happy out on the water. While being a serious
fishing machine the Crossfire can also be used for
relaxation, water sports, and cruising the waterways.
SIZES: 449, 481, 499, 519, 539, 589

FEATURES
OUTLAW 429
Anchorwell / Carpeted Castling Platform
Rear Live Bait Tank / Revolution Hull
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GET INTO THE

Adventure

PROLINE

For the first adventure

The Proline is built on the Striker Series Hull which features wider chines for unbeatable stability underway and
at rest offering stable casting conditions for anglers. This is a budget friendly, entry level tinnie that really packs a
punch.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 249, 319, 359, 379, 399, 429
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FEATURES
2 Striker Series hull
3 Front and rear casting platforms
1

Level up the
Adventure

PROLINE ANGLER

3

The 409 Proline Angler will bring your fishing
experience to the next level. This stylish model offers
more storage space than ever before, as well as a
roto anchor well and an optional live bait tank making
it the ultimate fishing machine.

GE T I N TO T H E ADVEN TURE

1 Multiple seat positions

2

AVAILABLE SIZES: 409, 429, 449

TERRITORY STRIKER
A mighty boat that is incredibly lightweight and
features welded seats and a steep deadrise for soft
riding. With a deeper and wider layout, this is the
perfect travel companion for those adventures where
higher sides are needed.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 349, 369, 389

FEATURES
399S PROLINE
Striker Series Hull / Bench Seats
Anchor Gusset / Transom & Bow Handles
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DISCOVER

SportsFishing

ASSAULT PRO TOURNAMENT Win the advernture
With an extended front casting platform and a foldable rear casting platform, the Assault Pro Tournament offers the
perfect fishing setup, making it every angler’s dream. This boat comes standard with all the features necessary for
an ideal fishing setup including a thruster bracket, lockable hatches and stainless-steel deck cleats.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 469, 509, 529
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FEATURES
D I SCOVE R SPORTS FISH IN G

1 Casting platform

1

2 Live bait tank

3

3 Extruded side decks

2

Attack your
adventure
ASSAULT PRO

Impress your mates with an Assault Pro; this sleek
model can manoeuvre around those hard to reach
fishing spots to help you get that perfect catch.
The SF Series offer the perfect fishing setup with
unsurpassed speed, storage, safety and space to
make reeling in a catch so much easier.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 409, 429, 449, 459, 489, 519

FEATURES
469 ASSAULT PRO TOURNAMENT
Casting Platform / Side Console
Side Console / Revolution Hull
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DISCOVER

TheAdventure

BOLT The

Adventure Begins

The 399 Bolt is ideal for people who are interested in exploring boating for the first time. A simple boat to own that
is inexpensive to run and easy to maintain. Built with durable aluminium, this boat is tough enough to handle rough
shorelines. The 399 Bolt makes it easy to Discover the Adventure from the water.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 399
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FEATURES

2

2 Anchorwell

1

3 Carpet

3

SEASPRITE
The Seasprite has added length and beam, providing
extra room for your boating gear. This open boat has
a faster planing speed than a smaller dinghy and as
it is aluminium, simply spray down with fresh water
to clean after use.

D I SCOVE R T H E ADVEN TURE

1 Front casting platform

AVAILABLE SIZES: 319, 359, 369, 379, 399

RAMPAGE
Built on top of Stacer’s Revolution Hull, this beamy
boat has lots of deck space and deep sides making
it great to fish, camp and adventure from. Designed
with a casting platform that has a large storage area
underneath, this boat is ideal for a couple of mates
or a small family to discover Australia’s outdoors.

300 SKIMMA
The incredibly lightweight Skimma will take your
camping trips to the next level. Designed for rivers,
estuaries, creeks, dams and lakes, this lightweight
tinnie will provide plenty of fishing adventures.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 300, 320, 360

AVAILABLE SIZES: 429, 449

FEATURES

STINGA

379 SEASPRITE

The 309 Stinga may be small, but it certainly packs
a punch. Fitting two people comfortably, this boat
features tough slab sides and 2mm bottom sheets
and is both roomy and easy to operate. Paired with a
9hp outboard, this open boat is ready for action.

Stable Wide Beam / Bench Seats
Glove Box / Solid Corners

AVAILABLE SIZES: 309
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DISCOVER THE

Next Generation
OF

PLATE BOATS
Due to popular demand Stacer has
expanded their revolutionary series of plate
boats. The perfect companion for every
offshore fisherman Stacer’s Plate Range now
includes a massive 20 models in a selection
of side and centre consoles, cabin and hard
top designs. With all the features that matter
most to bluewater fisherman the Ocean
and Sea Ranger series offer the complete
package.

SUPER SUMP DRAINAGE SYSTEM

Whether you’re using your deck wash or copping a greenie over the bow, Stacer’s Super Sump Drainage System expels water quickly
and efficiently from the hull. The rear gutter catches excess water and prevents backwash, keeping your deck surface dry and
slip-free. The lower chamber catches water, ready for it to be pumped overboard. The Super Sump is powered by a dedicated Ultima
Bilge Pump 1250PH 12V pump (separate to the underfloor bilge) and is able to rid the hull of up to 79 Litres of water per minute.
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Built by the best

BUILT STRONG

Stacer plate boats are built strong to handle offshore conditions with
5mm plate bottom sheets and featuring the renowned EVO Advance Hull.
Our high performing Plate Range hull provides a stable and reliable ride
every time, exactly what you need when venturing into unpredictable
offshore conditions.
With our sharp entry point and 20 degree deadrise our EVO Advance Hull
punches through swell with ease and efficiency while our reverse chine
and rolled side pressings deflect spray and enhance stability. A true
offshore fisherman in blue water conditions must have a deep freeboard
and the Ranger series delivers! With up to 750mm across the range you’ll
appreciate the added safety when out in the elements.

WITH THE BEST

If you consider good welding a work of art,
then you’re looking at the right boat.
The specialised welders who build Stacer plate boats have a golden rule:
build it as if it’s your own – and that’s important when there’s over 500 meters
and 80 hours of welding in a single boat!
The Ranger plate series is built by a specialised team of highly qualified
welders with over 80 years of combined welding experience. The latest inverter
welding technology is used for a cooler, more consistent weld that is ultimately
stronger and more durable.
A combination of welding techniques are used throughout the manufacturing
process, with twin pulse welding being used on all external welds for the finest
quality of finish.

6

Got the guts

5

UNDER THE HOOD

It’s what’s under the floor that makes our plate range
seriously tough!

5

1

4
2

PLATE BOAT FEATURES
1

Sharp Entry - 20 Degree Deadrise for a smooth ride

2 Spray Deflector Pressing
3 Reverse Chine for Stability
2

3

4 5mm plate bottoms across the range
5 750mm freeboard

3

The entire range is built with an internal sub frame, milk crate structure of longitudinal and
latitudinal ribs to reinforce strength and help shape the renowned EVO Advance Hull. Each boat
is constructed with eight 6mm thick vertical stringers and 5mm horizontal ribs for maximum
strength and completed with a fully welded checkerplate floor. To provide additional support to
the self-draining checkerplate floor a box section floor frame is also fitted.

1
2

4

Our entire Plate Range is created from high tensile marine grade aluminium and cut using the
latest CnC router machinery to maximise accuracy. The back bone of our Plate boats is then
reinforced with our solid T Keel which allows the side sheet to slot in and be welded across the top
and bottom for unbreakable support. Our super wide rounded side decks are created from 4mm
aluminium to create a supportive frame and perfect structure for welded aluminium rod holders.
Milk Crate rib structure: 8 x 6mm Vertical
Stringers
2 Milk Crate rib structure: 5mm Horizontal Ribs
3 Double Welded “Solid T” Chine and Keel
4 Box Section Floor Frame for added strength

7

1

5
6
7
8

Super Wide Side Decks
Roto Moulded Anchorwell for reduced vibration
Self-Draining Checkerplate Floor
Super Sump Drainage System

8
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Ocean
Ranger
CENTRE CAB CENTRE CONSOLE

OCEAN RANGER CC
Featuring a strike chair with a handy swivel back rest, a swept gunnel and a windscreen wiper, the 589 Ocean
Ranger with Centre Cabin has all the gadgets and gizmos your heart desires. The 589 is the ultimate fishing vessel
for you and your mates.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 589, 609, 659, 709, 759
20

1

3

9

OCEAN RANGER SDF
This model really packs a punch with a live bait tank,
trim tabs and Stacer’s ultra-stable EVO Advance Hull
as standard features. The 759 Ocean Ranger with
Twin Pod will tough the elements and get you where
you need to be.

2

4
5
6

7

AVAILABLE SIZES: 609, 659, 709, 759

SEA RANGER

FEATURES

The 589 Sea Ranger comes with a long list of
standard features including a grab rail on the console
and an alloy live well with glass.

1 Anchorwell

The 589 Sea Ranger fits five people comfortably and
is sure to turn heads.

2 Self-draining treadplate floor
3 Rocket launcher

D I SCOVE R T H E ADVEN TURE

8

AVAILABLE SIZES: 589, 659, 709

4 Transom door
5 Cutting board
6 Live bait tank
7 Rear ladder
8 Cabin hatch
9 Ocean pro seats
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Ocean
Ranger
ST / HT / EXPEDITION

OCEAN RANGER HT
The 659 Ocean Ranger Hard Top is built for fishing adventures including all the features of the larger hard top
models and offering more versatility when it comes to storage and towing.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 609, 659, 709, 759
22

1

3

9

759 OCEAN RANGER
The completely sealed glass windscreen of this
mighty 759 Ocean Ranger HT is perfect for all
weather conditions and the tough 5mm plate bottom
sides have re-enforced strength with an underfloor
‘milk crate’ structure of supportive ribs.

2

4
5
6

FEATURES
1 Anchorwell
2 Self-draining treadplate floor
3 Rocket launcher

7

D I SCOVE R T H E ADVEN TURE

8

AVAILABLE SIZES: 609, 659, 709, 759

709 SEA RANGER
The 709 is packed with power rated to 225HP with
a whopping 215L standard fuel tank. The fully sealed
checker plate front casting platform contains ample
sealed storage for all your fishing gear, and provides
a large stable platform to fish from.
AVAILABLE SIZES: 499, 519, 539, 589, 659, 709

4 Transom door
5 Cutting board
6 Live bait tank
7 Rear ladder
8 Cabin hatch
9 Ocean pro seats
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Check your options…
A guide to choosing the best
electronics for your new Quintrex
boat.

All Quintrex boats are standard fit
with all-new Active Imaging™ 3-in-1
Transducer - just select your desired
display unit below.

Hook® Reveal

Active Imaging™ Transducer

The all-new HOOK Reveal makes fishing easier, delivering powerful performance
with proven fish-finding tools including, Autotuning Sonar, DownScan Imaging™
and now FishReveal™, which makes fish easier to see by combining the benefits
of Lowrance CHIRP sonar and DownScan Imaging™ on one screen. Navigating to
your favorite fishing spot is simple with the GPS Plotter, which makes route, trail
and waypoint navigation is easy.

See structure and cover with a new level of refined
detail and at a range unmatched by any other
structure imaging technology with Active
Imaging™ 3-in-1 sonar featuring CHIRP,
SideScan and DownScan with FishReveal™.

Hook Reveal 5

Elite™ Ti2
Elite Ti² packs Active Imaging™, our highest quality sonar ever, FishReveal™,
built-in Genesis® Live real-time mapping and enhanced screen clarity and target
separation. Plus, with features that make your life easier on the water, like an
easy-to-use touchscreen, wireless networking, smartphone notifications and
trolling motor/Power Pole® integration – Elite Ti² was designed to help you
have an easier time finding fish.

Hook Reveal 7

Hook Reveal 9

Elite Ti2 7
Visit Lowrance.com for more information.

Elite Ti2 9

Elite Ti2 12
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HDS® LIVE

With HDS LIVE, we took the most popular fishfinder series on the professional fishing circuit and made it even better for all anglers with a sleek, new design, faster
processor, best-ever built-in suite of HDS navigation tools and support for a wide array of new fishfinding technology, unmatched by any other fishfinder.
HDS Live 16

HDS Live 12

Lowrance Product

DISCOVER

Options

ACCESSORY KIT INCLUDES:

Battery Box / Isolator Switch / Auto Bilge Pump / Switch Panel / Navigation Lights

For more accessory options visit www.stacer.com.au

ELITE PRO SEAT

MARITIME SEAT

3/4 REAR FOLDING LOUNGE & TRANSOM BACK REST

SPORTS CONSOLE

CONVERTIBLE BOWRIDER CASTING PLATFORM

TELESCOPIC LADDER

SIDE CONSOLE

BAIT BOARD

TRANSOM MOUNTED LIVE BAIT TANK

FUEL TANK RACK

SKI POLE

ALLOY CUTTING BOARD

TRANSOM DOOR OPEN

TRANSOM DOOR SHUT

TRANSOM STEP

OUTLAW HIGH MOTOR OPTION

BURLEY BUCKET
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ROD RACK LOCKER

SIDE POCKET

WINCHES

Canopies, Biminis & Covers
CANOPY

BIMINI & ROCKET LAUNCHER

CANOPIES & BIMINIS
Option up to have front or side clears
for further protection.
Storm and tonneau covers are also
available all in a range of colours to
match your boat!

NT & NQ BIMINI

BIMINI EXTENSION – LARGE

BIMINI EXTENSION

CABIN FRONT HATCH COVER

NOMAD BIMINI

BOWRIDER TONNEAU COVER

BIMINI FRONT & CLEAR SIDES

JET BLACK

WHITE
ON GREY

RED

CAPTAIN
NAVY

CADET GREY

BURGUNDY

PERSIAN
GREEN

PACIFIC
BLUE

TOAST
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Wraps

DISCOVER

DON’T JUST STAND OUT FROM
THE CROWD - JUMP OUT!

WILD

BLACK SLEET

FURY

INTENSITY

WRAP DESIGNS & COLOURS AVAILABLE:
Our UV stablised laminate offers extra durability in
ten eye-catching designs, in a selection of colours.
• more resistant to chips and scratches than paint
• high quality adhesive vinyl covered with a UV stabilised laminate
for extra durability
• applied at the factory by our specialised team
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WILD – Purple, Red, Blue, Green
BLACK SLEET – Black, Red, Blue
FURY – Black, Blue, Yellow, Red, Purple, Orange, Green, Camo
INTENSITY – Black, Blue, Yellow, Red, Purple, Orange, Green
SPLINTER – Blue, Green, Orange, Purple, Red
HOOKED – Blue, Light Blue, Green, Toxic Green, Red
BODY ARMOUR – Red, Black, Orange, Yellow, Green, Light Blue, Blue, Purple
WIRED – Yellow, Red, Orange, Blue, Black, Green
TOXIC – Blue, Green, Red, Silver and Yellow
BARRA – Silver, Midnight and Blue

SPLINTER

HOOKED

& COLOURS

BODY ARMOUR

Once you have decided on your choice of boat - now is the chance to
colour coordinate stripe decals and canopy colours to suit your individual
taste.
View the colour examples below to ensure your Stacer boat stands out
from the crowd!

REVOLUTION STRIPE
WIRED

TOXIC

Available on revolution hull
models only

DARK GREEN

MAGENTA

TAUPE

TEAL

BURGUNDY

WHITE

OLYMPIC
BLUE

RED

BLACK

SAPPHIRE
BLUE

SUNBURN

DARK GREY

OCEAN
BLUE

YELLOW

ANTHRACITE

PURPLE

TOXIC GREEN

LIGHT GREY

D I SCOVE R W RAPS, STRIPES & COLOURS

Stripes
TOP STRIPE

BOAT NAME

BOTTOM STRIPE

BOAT STRIPES

BOAT HULL PAINT

BARRA

TWO TONE BOAT COLOURS >
LIGHT BLUE

SUNBURN

BLACK

CLOUD GREY

RED

NAVY
29

DISCOVER YOUR

Adventurous
Spirit
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WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU,

TAKE GME.

WATER-ACTIVATED GPS EPIRB
The MT603 Series of water-activated, GPS-equipped EPIRBs from GME are the
most advanced 406 MHz digital EPIRBs on the market today. Designed, engineered
and manufactured in Australia, the MT603 Series of EPIRBs have obtained
international Cospas-Sarsat approval. Boasting the latest advances in emergency
beacon technology, the MT603 Series ensures the safety of your vessel and crew in
emergency situations, regardless of your location.

gme.net.au

 Designed and made in Australia
 316 Stainless Steel heavy
weight drum
 3 Year Limited Warranty
 Tangle free rope and chain
operation
 Mechanical auto and manual
release free fall (DFF08 model)
 Fast recovery with ease
of operation
 Electrical components Stacer
factory fitted
(Includes reversing solenoid, 100 AMP
circuit breaker and Rocker switch)

Trailers

LED LIGHTS

GALVANISED WALKWAY

SPARE WHEEL CARRIER

CATCH N’ RELEASE

ROLLED I BEAM FOR STRENGTH

ADJUSTABLE AXLE POSITION FOR OPTIMUM TOW-BALL WEIGHT
HEAVY DUTY POLY KEEL ROLLERS

D I SCOVE R T RAILERS

DISCOVER

DRIVE ON CRADLE FOR EASY TRAILERING

DOUBLE MOUNTED HEAVY DUTY
POLY FLIPPERS

SWING UP
JOCKEY
WHEEL

ALUMINIUM SERIES 1100KG
S 13” SKID BRAKED TRAILER
TA1100S13SB

MOULDED GUARDS WITH STEPS

HEAVY DUTY POLY SKIDS & POSTS

5:1 WINCH WITH WEBBING STRAP

SUBMERSIBLE LED LIGHTS

LONG SUPPORT POLY SKIDS

DEDICATED
TIE DOWN POINTS

LIGHT ALLOY 749KG
13” L/SKIDS TRAILER
TALS749S13

SWING UP JOCKEY WHEEL

HEAVY DUTY KEEL ROLLER
5MM THICK ROLLED ALLOY C/CHANNEL FRAME

SUBMERSIBLE LED LIGHTS
13 INCH WHEELS

WWW.STACER.COM.AU
DISCLAIMER
The contents of this brochure will not form part of any contractual agreement. Stacer Australia recommends that all persons comply with their local boating regulations and are familiar with safe boating practices. This brochure is designed to provide you with an introduction to
Stacer products. Stacer Australia reserves the right at any time, at its discretion, and without notice, to discontinue or change the features, designs, materials, colours, specifications and the prices of its products, and to either permanently or temporarily withdraw any such products
from the market without incurring any liability to any prospective purchaser. Images may not be current representations of up to date models. Every effort has been made to depict boat colours and trims as realistically as possible in this brochure, however some variation may
occur due to printing limitations. Always consult with an authorised Stacer dealer for the latest information with respect to features, specifications, prices, optional equipment and availability before deciding to purchase. Stacer do not offer factory direct sales or prices. For updated
specifications including warranty, please refer to the Stacer website www.stacer.com.au
*Telwater Pty Ltd 15 010 795 507. 53 Waterway Drive, Coomera, Queensland 4209 Australia. Version 2 Printed September 2020.

